Using metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) to investigate thermophiles in the soils
overlying the Centralia, PA coal fire
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Research Question
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• Centralia, PA is the site of a long burning underground coal fire that increases the
temperature of the overlying soils.
• Thermophiles are organisms that require high temperatures to grow but are
ubiquitous, though understudied, in temperate soils.
• This study investigates the thermophiles in the soils overlying the Centralia coal fire
through metagenome assembled genomes or “MAGs”.
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Methods
Sampling, DNA Extraction, and Sequencing

2 DNA samples were
extracted from Cen13:
an uncultured sample
from a soil slurry and a
culture grown at 60ºC

Sequencing

Uncultured
Cultured
508410
60865
222766
28137
898424779
117928436
698652595
95212184
508410
60865
413537
322840
898424779
117928436
63.9
48.68
2651
3218
Contamination
1087
1223
59145
6398
Actinobacteria
198925
22001
Firmicutes
0
0
Nitrospiraceae

Table 1. Assembly statistics
from the uncultured and
cultured Cen13 metagenomes.
The cultured has a much lower
GC content than the
uncultured assembly from the
same sample, suggesting
different membership.

Thermodesulfobacteria
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Figure 3. The
assembled contigs >2.5
kbp from the uncultured
Cen13 DNA were
binned using the “very
specific” and “very
sensitive” settings on
MetaBAT. MAGs with
>50% completeness are
shown. We identified
taxonomy of the MAGs
by querying them
against the NCBI
Prokaryote project in
MiGA7.

MAG Coverage in Fire Affected Sites
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Figure 1. Map of Centralia, PA. Red sites are fire affected,
yellow sites recovered, and the green site is the reference site.1
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DNA from all Centralia
sites were sequenced
using shotgun
sequencing with
Illumina
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Assembly Statistics
# contigs (>= 0 bp)
# contigs (>= 1000 bp)
Total Length (>= 0 bp)
Total Length (>= 1000 bp)
# contigs
Largest Contig
Total Length
GC (%)
N50
Completeness
N75
100
L50
L75
#N's per 100 kbp
75

To discover gene loss and gain when comparing thermophile genomes within
populations inhabiting Centralia soils overlying the coal mine fire.

13 sites were
sampled, 6 fire
affected, 6 recovered,
and 1 reference site
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Gene Frequency Differences
in C14 and C16

Figure 2. Temperatures (°C)
are listed for each site in
Centralia.1 * marks the site
that was used for cultivation
and assembly.
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What is the variability of genome content among thermophile
populations, given temperature gradients in Centralia soil?
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Figure 5. MAG “Specific 1” (Figure 3) was chosen as our target population. C14 and
C16 were chosen as sites of interest because they had high MAG gene coverage and
were fire affected. MAG gene frequencies within a site were calculated for each site by
dividing their coverages by the median gene coverage of all genes in the MAG. Genes
with abs(differences) > 1.0 suggest they are in different frequencies across the two
sites.

Conclusions
• Nearly complete and minimally contaminated MAGs can be
binned from complex soil metagenomes (Figure 3).
• Within a MAG population, genes have different abundances at
different sites (Figure 5), suggesting loss or gain.

Project Limitations
Figure 4. Abundance
patterns of MAGs
across sites in
Centralia, PA.
Coverage is defined
as the average
number of times each
base of the MAG was
sequenced in the
metagenome. Note
differences in y-axis
ranges. P-values from
correlation tests
between MAG
coverage and
temperature were not
significant.

•

High levels of diversity in soil make it difficult to observe thermophiles in recovered
and reference sites with metagenome sequencing because of low coverage.

Future Work
•
•
•

Construct MAGs from cultured sample Cen13, and interrogate their distribution and
diversity.
Perform gene frequency analysis on other MAGs, and across other sites.
This will be the 4th years of sampling the soils above the Centralia mine fire,
allowing for an analysis of MAG gene content within a site through time.
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